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With his first novel, distinguished scientist Carl Djerassi bridges the gap between the two cultures
with a major contribution to science in fiction. Describing the quest for the Nobel Prire, he focuses
on one of the key issues of the scientific community: trust and how it affects human relationships.
Describing the process of science in exquisite detail, Canror’s Dilemma makes for an exciting read.

Probably no single theme, other than my
specialty of citation analysis, has dominated
these essays as has C.P. Snow’s notion of
the “two cultures. ” 1Snow’s work has be-
come a metaphor for the alleged chasm be-
tween art and science. Personally, I have
never believed in that dichotomy. Much of
my work, therefore, has been dedicated to
demonstrating the links and parallels be-
tween the two cultures.

I rarely make predictions. Even with re-
spect to Nobel Prizes, I’ve afways preferred
the term jbrecast. However, in the case of
Carl Djerassi’s first novel, Cantor’s Difem-
~,z 1 prdict success beyond the usu~

sense of a literary event; I rdso believe that
this work will become not only a paradigm
for science in fiction but also the modem
metaphor for the marriage of the two
cultures.

1will leave to professional book reviewers
the task of assessing this work purely in
terms of ita literary merit. As this essay went
to press, the book had already received ex-
cellent reviews in library sources such as
Publisher’s Week/y,3 as well as in newspa-
pers, including the Chicago Tnbune,4 the

San Francisco Chronicle, and the New York
I’imes.c For my part, however, I cart say in
all honesty that I’ve never read a novel of
its length so quickly-about four hours. To
me, that is one of the best things I could

say about any book. In preparing these
remarks, I‘ve also spent several additional
hours selecting the passages that are re-
printed here with Djerassi’s permission. Ex-
cerpts have also appeared recently in THE
SCIENTISP .7

In discussing his novel, I camot pretend
to be unbiased. Readers of Current Con-
ten@ (CLW ) know thatCarl Djerassi is
among that small group of great scientists
I have been privileged to know. I believe
our first encounter was at least 25 years ago.

A few months ago we reprinted Djerassi’s
memoir of his investigation into the origins
of Alfred E. Neurnart, mascot of MMDmag-
azine. s AS noted in our introduction,
Djerassi’s emergence as a writer of fiction
is only the latest turn in a remarkably ac-
complished life. The development of his lit-
erary career, as it happens, owes something
to the influence of h:s wife, Diane Middle-
brook, who is professor of English and Fem-
inist Studies at Startford University, Califor-
nia, where Djerassi is professor of chemis-
try .

Middlebrook and Djerassi met in 1977
and became a couple shortly afterward. In
1983 they separated. Djerassi began writing
a novel in which Middlebrook and her
daughter Ixzah appeared, thinly disguised.
“This novel brought us back together, ”
Middlebrook says. “Carl showed it to me
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for comments. I was extremely annoyed by
the way he represented Leah and me, but
my professional eye couldn’t help but be im-
pressed. Carl had always been a marvelous
storyteller. He had a lot to learn about writ-
ing novels, but the manuscript showed def-
inite promise.”9

When they married in 1985, Middlebrook
made Djerassi piedge to bum this book. He
continued tow& fiction, however, and rap-
idly acquired expertise that warranted pub-
lication. Djerassi’s new novei began life as
a short story entitled’ ‘Castor’s Dilemma, ”
which appeared in the Hudson Review, a lit-
erary quarterly (1986), 10and was later re-
published in his first collection of fiction,
The Futurist and Ot)wr Stones (1988).11
Cantor’s Dilemma is dedicated to the real-
life Diane and Leah Middlebrook, along
with Djerassi’s editor Terrence HoIt.

Required Reading?

By suggesting that this book will be re-
quired reading for every living scientist and
all future scientists, I maybe accused of hy-
perbole. Undoubtedly, a paperback edition
will soon follow the first hardbound edition
or will, at least, be adopted by science and
other book clubs. Despite its relatively short
length of 230 pages, Cantor’s Dilemma ex-
presses so well all of the human elements
in science today that it is bound to achieve
an immottalhy that might even outlast Carl’s
monumental scientific work.

My one criticism of Chntor ’s Dilemma,
which will be considered by the publisher
as irrelevant to a novel, concerns the book’s
lack of an index. I predict that future edi-
tions will need one as this work is subjected
to even more microscopic analysis than I
will attempt to provide here.

Rather than summarize the story line and
deny you the pleasure of the suspense, let
me say that the following topics, so often
featured in CC, are covered in this highly
engaging book: authorship, mentor relation-
ships, eponymy, the alphabetic ordering of
authors, scientific etiquette and one-upman-

ship, academic fiefdoms, priority in discov-
ery, and women in science. Djerassi also of-
fers a good deal of insight into publication
practices and procedures, including a flat-
tering, if slightly embarrassing (to me, at
any rate), series of references to CC and the
Science Citation Index@.

AU of the above is delightfully interwoven
into a story about Professor Isidore Cantor,
a distinguished cell biologist who covets the
Nobel Prize; the other main characters in-
clude Cantor’s postdoctoral assistant, Jerry
Stafford; and two contrapuntal women
chemists, Celestine Price and Jean Ardley.

Through these vivid characters, and with
well-chosen allusions to literature and mu-
sic, Djerassi gives us a glimpse of the artis-
tic world he knows so well. He also offers
the social comedy implicit in Celestine’s ear-
ly affair with a professor 35 years her se-
nior, and the tension between Stafford-a
Baptist son-and his alienated, creationist fa-
ther. Scientists everywhere-and nonacien-
tists, for that matter-are certain to see fa-
miliar faces among the characters.

In a remarkable commentary on the gen-
eration gap, Professor Cantor advises the
young Stafford in preparation for the major
experiment that will test Cantor’s theory of
tumorigenesis:

“Better head for the library now—and
look into who else has used that Maeda
technique. It’s the usual density-gradient
differentialcentrifogationbut with a clever
twist: he rdternatesbetweena stepwiseand
a continuousgradient. It ought to help you
locate our protein in cellular plasma mem-
branes. If I were you, I’d start with the
CiratioriIndex. You shotdd thank God for
it. When I was your age, all we had was
Index Medicus or ChemicalAbstracts. ”

It was true, the Citationhto’exsimplified
life. In contrast to all of the other biblio-
graphic aids that searched the literature
backward, this one did it forward.
Maeda’soriginalpaper had been published
in 1983. The Citation index would list all
publications since 1983 citing the Maeds
paper and thus wouldlead StafFordquickly
to other workers who had used the same
method. It would save Stafford houra, but
he knew all that, and Cantor knew that Jer-
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ry knew. Even though he suspected that
the younger man would be irritated, Can-
tor could never resist the temptation to
pint out how much tougher researchhad
been in the old days,2 (p. 3940)

Later, when the experiment designed by
Cantor and performed by Stafford appears
to be successfid, the two men meet to discuss
the best publication in which to announce
their results. While CC readers will smile
at Djerassi’s explanation as to how one se-
lects a journal for preliminary publication,
the lay reader is given what is essentially
a condensed sociology of communication in
science.

As Stafford and Cantor mull over their
publishing options, Cantor recalls the old
European system of pfi cachekf—the prac-
tice of presenting manuscripts to journal edi-
tors in sealed, dated envelopes. Cantor de-
scribes it as the method of choice for” peo-
ple who really want to keep their results
from other scientists, yet claim priority if
the “competition should publish first.”2
(p. 61) The pli cachet~ system having been
abolished, Cantor and Stafford decide to
submit their work to Narure.

Priority, of course, remains a highly pro-
vocative issue in science, as demonstrated
by the recent report in THE SCIENTIST on
university patent policies. 12 The topic of
priority is deftly handled in Cantor’s Dilem-
rnu. As Cantor himself explains to a non-
scientist acquaintance:

“To be quite honest, most scientistssuf-
fer from some sort of dissociative person-
ality; on one side, the rigorous believer
in the experimental method with its set of
rules and its rdtirrrateobjective of advanc-
ing knowledge; on the orher, the fallible
human being with all the accompanying
emotional foibles. I’m now talking about
the foibles. We all know that in corrtem-
porrrry science the greatest occupationrd
hazard is simukanexmsdiscovery. If my
theory is right, then I’m absolutely cer-
tain that, sooner or later—and in a highly
competitive field like mine, it’s likely to
be sooner-somebody will have the same
idea. A scientist’s drive, his self-esteem,
are redly based on a very simple desire:

Corl Djerassi

recognition by one’s peers .. . . That rec-
ognition is bestowed only for originality,
which, quite crassly, means that you must
be first. No wonder that the push for pri-
ority is enormous. And the only way
we—includingme—establishpriority is to
ask who publishedfirst.”2 (P. 113)

When the tumorigenesis article appears in
Nature, prompting a deluge of reprint re-
quests, Djerassi has occasion to mention
CC, succinctly describing its role and its im-
portance to the Third World:

After a temprary Ml, when the table
of contents of that particular Nrrrureissue
apwrd in Current Contents, a second
avalanchepoured in. As journal subsaip-
tion costs soar, Current Conrenrs, which
simply lists the titles of articles in other
journals, along with the addresses of the
authors, is God’s gift to scientists from
soft-currency countries. Cantor’s secre-
tary, whosebrother was an avid stamp col-
lector, was suddenfy busy removing
stamps from all the reprint request cards
from Argentina, Bulgaria, India, and doz-
ens of other Countries.* (p. 81)

The “Soul andBaggage of Contemporary
Science”

Even as Cantor and Stafford are facing the
very highest recognition for their work, cir-
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.......

cumstances arise that cast doubt on the in-
tegrity of the experiment. Cantor must de-
cide whether to confront his colleague-and
thereby risk having to retract their paper-or
to seek some other course of action. And
he must grapple with this dilemma as the air
of suspicion and mistrust between the two
collaborators grows ever more pervasive.
Indeed, perhaps the most crucial theme
around which Cantor’s Diiem centers is
the issue of trust. It is significant that the
text is preceded by a 1983 quote on this mat-
ter from Arnold Relman, editor, the New
England Journal of Medicine: “It seems
paradoxical that science research, in many
ways one of the most questioning and skep-
tical of human activities, should be depen-
dent on personrd trust. But the fact is that
without trust the research enterprise could
not finction. ” And, of course, it is trust in
human relationships as well that makes for
health and happiness.

In an uncanny twist, and as further testa-
ment to the book’s verisimilitude, some of
the main issues in Gzntor’s Dilemma hap-
pened to prefigure the controversy surround-
ing the 1989 Nobel Prize in medicine. As
in the novel, the 1989 prize recognized cell
biologists in the cancer field. Furthermore,
in the wake of claims by researcher Domi-
nique Stehelin, Pasteur Institute, Line,
France-who worked as a postdoctoral fel-
low under laureates J. Michael Bishop and
Harold E. Varmus at the University of Cal-
ifornia, San Francisco-there was much dis-
cussion about the matter of apportioning
credit between those who provide the theo-
retical foundations for research and those
who carry out the experimental work. 13

Others may try to summarize the socio-
logical message of Cantor’s Dilemma, but
nothing does it as well as Carl’s own after-
word, which is reprinted below:

Outrightfraud in scientific research is
rare. Moreover, in science there can be
no ti~ crime, no permanentlyunsolved
murder, becausethere is no strmsteof lirn-
itatiorrs.If the subject is importantenough,
sooner or later the experiment will be re-
peated, the thwry subjected to indeperr-
dent verification. Comor’s Dilemma,
however, does not deal with such a black-

and-white issue; it maps out much grayer
territory into which we scientists, delib-
erately or inadvertently, sometimes stray.

Original science-what Thomas Kuhn
called ‘‘parad@atic science’‘—usually
involvesthe constriction of a working hy-
pthesis, whichmust then be substantiated
experimentally. The hypothesis, when
such arrives, seems so beautiful, so ob-
vious, that it must be right. We design an
experiment to test it; the results seem to
bear us out. I say seem, At times a few
inconsistent data show up: the two points
out of eight that do not fall on a straight
line, the one rat out of seven that did not
survive. We ascribe them to experimen-
tal variability, to statistical aberra-
tion-these are the inescapable conditions
of science. So we publish the massaged
results, our paper causes a sensation, col-
leagues and competitors rush to repeat our
work and to test it by other means. “Nor-
mal science” takes over, and our para-
digm takes its place in the pantheon.

Suppose our insight was clairvoyant,
our reasoning impeccable: what ahout the
ethics of our data trimming? Such activi-
ty was noted and condemned a hundred
and tifty years ago, by the inventor of the
modem computer, the English mathema-
tician Charles Babbage. Certainly it en-
joys a long and glorious tradition: Gregor
Mendel asauredty, Sir Isaac Newtonprob-
ably—and no doubt Francis Bacon him-
self—smOXhedtheir data with an eye to-
ward something more than the truth. But
what about our collaborators, our stu-
dents? Have they been tainted? Have we
been doubly tainted by ignoring the ex-
ample we set our disciples?Wlence is troth
a disinterested pursuit of truth and a com-
munity, with its own customs, its own so-
cial contract. What harm is caused to its
culture when the elite dkplays such m-
cupatiorud deviance?

Gray issues such as these are what I
wanted to illuminate behhd the scrim of
fiction. Yet I could not start, and now can-
not end, with the usual throat clearing of
an author: a dkclaimer that all characters
are fictitious, any similarity to real events
coincidental. Nor is this book science tic-
tion. For instance, essentiattyevery detail
about insects is true: male scorpion flies
really do displaytransvestite behavior; the
female sweat bee’s sexual behavior is in-
deed restricted by a chemicalchastitybelt;
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believe it or not, lhe Wall Street Journal
does prevent sexualmaturation and causes
early death in the bug Pyrdrocoris apterus,
whereas i%e limes of London is imocu-
ous—accordingto an experimentconduct-
ed before that paper was acquired by
Rupert Murdoch.

Gvuor’s Dilemmadeals with science in
fiction and, with one exception, all of the
science it descriks is reaf. Professor I.
Cantor, Dr. Jeremiah P. Staffordand Cel-
estine Price, as well as many of the sub-
sidiary characters like Professors Graham
Lutkirt, Kurt Krauss and Jean Ardley (nee
Yardley), are creaturesof my imagination.
My Jean Ardley changed her name from
Yardley to climb up the alphabetical lad-
der of authors. So did a scientific acquain-
tance of mine-jumping some twenty let-
ters to move to the front by the stroke of
a judge’s pen. Can I guarantee that Can-
tor, Stafford and the rest never existed?
In over four decades of research experi-
ence I have encountered them in many
guises. Most of the other names are those
of real people: the many Nobel laureates;
the organic chemists on the Harvard Uni-
versity faculty; distinguished scientists like
McComell, NakanishI, Roelofs, Roller,
Stork and Williams; journal editors like
Science’s Koshfand and Nature’s Maddox.
At one time or another I have met them
all; some are my good friends. None are
in any sense responsible for ap~ing in
my Lscmk,except that I admire their work.

Publications, priorities, the order of the
authors, the choice of the journal, the col-
Iegiality and the brutal competition, aca-
demic tenure, grantsmanship, the Nobel

Prize, Schadenfreude-tftese are aoufand
baggage of contemporary science. To il-
lustrate them, 1 had Cantor and Stafford
work on a totafly fictitious theory of trs-

morigenesis. It is almost as improbable
that mnvincing proof omld he adduced by
just one or two straightforward experi-
ments lasting a few weeks or months as
happened with Stafford and then Cantor.
Whife their research is made up, their lab-
oratory background, their ethics and their
ambitions are not. Gnly by giving my-
self, the scientist-author, the assurance
that their science is pure fiction could I
write about behavior artd attitudes surely
more common than we like to admit. Z
(p. 228-30)

Finally, there is probably a novel or two
lurking in the heart of every literary-minded
individual. Carl Djerassi has written the
novel that many of us involved in the soci-
ology of science would have aspired to. Like
the “obvious” experiment we all should
have performed, Djerassi has said it all for
us.

We’ll be saying a lot more about science

in fiction in the future, but it will be difficult
to discuss that theme without making refer-
ence to Cantor’s Dilemma.

Excerpts from Canror ‘r Mmnrna, published by Double+,

@ 19S9 by Cad Djerassi.

My thanks to Christopher King for his help
in the preparation of this essay. ZLG,,=
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